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Let G be a finite elementary abelian p-group. Given a 2-cocycle  of G over
the field of complex numbers, we show how to construct an irreducible projective
representation of G with 2-cocycle in the cohomology class of  . Let S be a
2 Ž .subgroup of G of index dividing p . Then we also count in each possible case the
number of cohomology classes in the Schur multiplier of G, whose corresponding
irreducible projective representations behave the same upon restriction to S.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For fuller details of the concepts mentioned in this section the reader is
 referred to two books by Karpilovsky 4, 5 , although all of the ideas
 mentioned here were originally due to Schur 11, 12 . All groups consid-
ered in this paper are finite.
DEFINITION 1.1. A representation group for a group G is any group H
satisfying the following conditions:
Ž . Ž .1 HAG with A Z H H;
Ž .    Ž .  Ž .2 A  M G , where M G is the Schur multiplier of G.
If H is a representation group for G, we may choose a transversal
 Ž . 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .s g : g	G of A in H such that s 1  1, and s x and s y are
conjugate in H if and only if x and y are conjugate in G. Let R be a
Ž .representation of H over the field of complex numbers C. Then P g 
Ž Ž ..R s g for g	G defines a projectie representation of G. The function
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . :GG C* defined by P x P y   x, y P xy is called a 2-cocycle
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of G. Because of our choice of transversal the projective character  of P
Ž .is a class function, and  1 is called the degree of  . Furthermore P is
called irreducible if R is, and the set of all irreducible projective characters
Ž .of G with 2-cocycle  is denoted by Proj G,  .
Ž .The transgression homomorphism from the dual group of A into M G ,
which we have effectively constructed above, is an isomorphism. It follows
that in a representation group all of the projective representations of G
may be constructed in the above manner, in the sense that representative
 projective representations are found for all cohomology classes  of
Ž .2-cocycles  in M G .
To save repetition when we refer to the projective representations and
2-cocycles of G, we will mean those constructed from the representations
of a representation group as described above. Linear representations will
mean representations of degree 1.
DEFINITION 1.2. Let  be a 2-cocycle of the group G. Then an element
Ž . Ž . Ž .x of G is called -regular if  x, y   y, x for all y	 C x .G
Let  be a 2-cocycle of the group G. Then we state as facts the
following:
Ž .1 any conjugate of an -regular element of G is itself -regular,
so we may refer to the -regular conjugacy classes of G;
Ž .2 the number of irreducible projective characters of G with 2-
cocycle  equals the number of -regular conjugacy classes of G;
Ž . Ž .3 x	G is not -regular if and only if  x  0 for all 	
Ž .Proj G,  .
 Karpilovsky 7, pp. 384385 poses two problems for an arbitrary abelian
Ž .group G and 2-cocycle  . The first Problem B is to determine the group
Ž .of -regular elements of G, and the second Problem C is to construct an
irreducible projective representation of G with 2-cocycle  . In this paper
we will find a solution to Problem C. This topic has been investigated
before by a number of authors, most notably Morris, Saeed-ul-Islam, and
Ž  .Thomas see 8, 9 . Their results and the work of many others are
 summarized in Chapter 8 of 7 .
ŽOur results in this regard appear to be new although similar to those in
 .9 ; they are however the synthesis of a number of known facts. Our
methodology is new and is detailed in Section 2; we effectively use the fact
Ž .that an abelian group G is a PM-group, that is, if 	 Proj G,  for  a
Ž .2-cocycle of G, then there exists a subgroup S of G and 	 Proj S, S
of degree 1, such that G  . To be more precise let  be a 2-cocycle of
an abelian group G such that only the identity element is -regular. Then
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our observation about PM-groups will ultimately enable us to construct an
 irreducible projective representation of G with 2-cocycle 	  .
In Section 3 we consider an elementary abelian p-group G. We start by
 recalling some neglected results of Frucht 2 , who gave a formula for the
  Ž .number of cohomology classes  in M G for which the elements of
Ž . rProj G,  all have degree p for all possible r. Let  be a 2-cocycle of G,
Ž .and let 	 Proj G,  . Now let S be a subgroup of G of index p. Then by
Clifford’s theorem for projective characters, either  is irreducible or it isS
Ž .the sum of p distinct elements of Proj S,  . We count the number ofS
  Ž .classes  of M G for which each of these two possibilities occurs. These
results are then extended to the case where S has index p2 in G.
2. ABELIAN GROUPS
The first part of this section deals with known results concerning the
projective characters and representations of abelian groups. We com-
mence our investigations by giving three apparently unrelated definitions:
DEFINITION 2.1. Let  be a 2-cocycle of the group G. Define
Ž . Ž .1 U G,  to be the subgroup of G consisting of the -regular
Ž .elements of Z G ;
Ž .2 G to be of -central type if G has exactly one irreducible
projective character with 2-cocycle  ;
Ž .3 G to be of symmetric type if GHH for some group H.
Ž .  The subgroup U G,  of G was investigated in Section 3 of 10 .
Groups of central type have been studied by a large number of authors,
 most notably Howlett and Isaacs 3 , who proved that such groups are
soluble. Finally the study of projective representations of abelian groups of
 symmetric type was undertaken in Section 6 of 14 , although some of the
 results over the field of complex numbers had been proved in 2 .
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be an abelian group.
Ž . Ž .1 Let  be a 2-cocycle of G. Then GU G,  is of symmetric type,
Ž . 2and the elements of Proj G,  all hae the same degree d with d 
 Ž .G :U G,  .
Ž .2 For each subgroup S of G such that GS is of symmetric type there
Ž .exists a 2-cocycle  of G with SU G,  .
Ž .  Proof. 1 This is proved in 2, pp. 2425 , but we give an alternative
proof here which explicitly shows how the irreducible projective characters
of G are constructed.
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Ž .   Ž .Set UU G,  ; then  is trivial. Let 	 Proj G,  . Then  U U
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1  for some 	 Proj U,  with  1  1. Now the inertia subgroupU
 of  equals G, and by Theorem 7.8.10 of 4 , there exists a 2-cocycle  of
Ž . Ž 
1 .GU and 	 Proj GU,  with   , where 	 Proj G,   and
Ž 
1  . Here of course  and  are inflated to G and GG,U
. Ž .  respectively. So  1  1, and consequently the inflation of  equals
  Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . . Now for all xU, 0  x   x  x , and so  x  0. Thus U is
Ž .  4 Ž .2the only -regular element of GU, so Proj GU,    , and  1 
 G :U .
Ž .    2 This again is proved in 2 . In fact  can be taken to be the
 inflation of a cohomology class  of GS for which GS is of -central
type.
  ŽGeneralizations of the above result were made by Yamazaki 14 see
 .Theorem 8.1.9 of 7 .
Let  be a 2-cocycle of an abelian group G. Let  :GG C* be
Ž . Ž . Ž .defined by   x, y   x, y  y, x for all x, y	G. Then   is inde-
  Ž .pendent of the choice of 2-cocycle from  , and  	 P G , whereas
Ž .P G denotes the group of all anti-symmetric pairings from GG intoas
  Ž . Ž .C*. The mapping     is an isomorphism from M G to P G fromas
 Corollary 2 of Theorem 2.2 of 14 .
² : ² :Suppose now that G x  			 x , where x has order m 11 n i
Ž .for all i. Let 
 be a primitive mth root of unity in C, so that   x , x i j
cŽ i, j.  4 Ž .
 for all i, j	 1, . . . , n . Then we define the matrix C  that
   Ž . Ž .represents  to be the n n matrix c i, j over Z . Now C  is anm
alternating matrix, and using the isomorphism above, it follows that the
  Ž . Ž .mapping   C  is an isomorphism from M G into the group,
Ž .R m, n , of all alternating n n matrices over Z under the operation ofm
Ž .matrix addition. By Lemma 2.2 1 , given a 2-cocycle  of G the first stage
in determining the projective representations of G over  is to find
Ž . b1 bnU G,  . Now the element x x 			 x of G is -regular if and only if1 n
Ž . t  C  b 0, where b  b , . . . , b .1 n
Now suppose that m is a prime number p. Then
rank C   n
 nullity C   2 r ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
r Ž .where p is the common degree of all the elements of Proj G,  , from
Ž .Lemma 2.2 1 .
Ž .An alternative approach to the above, by Lemma 2.2 2 , is to choose a
subgroup S of G such that GS is of symmetric type, and then construct
the projective representation of G with 2-cocycle  , where GS is of
-central type.
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² : ² :LEMMA 2.3. Let  be a 2-cocycle of G x  y , where x and y both
  Ž .hae order m rs for m 1. Suppose that the order of  is r in M G 
Ž . ² r r:  Ž . 2C . Then U G,   x , y , and in particular G :U G,   r .m
 Proof. We may assume G is non-trivial. The matrix that represents 
is then
0 sC   ,Ž . 
s 0
Ž .over Z , for some primitive mth root of unity. Now the kernel of C  ism
t t   the set of vectors spanned by r, 0 and 0, r .
Let  be a 2-cocycle of a non-trivial nilpotent group G. Let G S1
 			 S , where S is a non-trivial Sylow subgroup of G for i 1, . . . , n.n i
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Then M G M S  			M S , and by Theorem 3.7.4 of 6 any1 n
irreducible projective representation of G is projectively equivalent to
P  			 P , for P an irreducible projective representation of S . Thus in1 n i i
what follows we may harmlessly assume that G is a p-group.
² : ² : mLEMMA 2.4. Let G x  y , where x and y both hae order p for
m 1. Let  be a 2-cocycle of G such that G is of -central type. Then there
  Ž .exists a 2-cocycle 	  such that up to similarity the irreducible projec-
tie representation P of G with 2-cocycle  is defined on the generators by:
Ž . Ž . Ž . s1 P x is the diagonal matrix whose s, s th entry is 
 for s
1, . . . , pm, for some primitie pmth root of unity 
 ; and
Ž . Ž . m m2 P y is the p  p matrix with
1, if s
 t 1 in Z m ;pP y Ž .Ž . st ½ 0, otherwise.
 Proof. In Section 1 of 2 , Frucht showed that we may construct a
particular representation group for G, which he terms ‘‘einfachste.’’ Using
  Ž s t. Ž s t. Ž s s.his results there exists 	  with  x , x   y , y   x , y  1
Ž .  for all s and t. From Lemma 2.3 the matrix C  that represents  is
0 1 m  ² :mover Z , for some primitive p th root of unity 
. Define S x ,p
1 0
² :  sand T y . Then  and  are trivial, and the elements T y : 1S T
m4 Ž .s p are an ordered transversal of S in G. Let  be the trivial
representation of S; then the projective representation G with 2-cocycle
 is irreducible.
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GŽ .  Ž .Now  x is the matrix  x , wherest
 x , y tŽ . 
s t x   y xy ,Ž . Ž .st s 
s t y , y xyŽ .
Ž .and by convention  g  0 if g S.
Now y
s xy t xy t
s, and xy t
s	 S if and only if y t
s	 S if and only if
GŽ . Ž . Ž s. st s. Thus  x is a diagonal matrix, and  x   x, y  
 .s s
GŽ .  Ž .Also  y is the matrix  y , wherest
 y , y tŽ . 
s t y   y yy .Ž . Ž .st s 
s t y , y yyŽ .
Now y
s yy t y t
s1	 T , and so y t
s1	 S if and only if s
 t 1 in
Z m. Sop
 y , y t  1, if s
 t 1 in Z m ;Ž . p y Ž .st ½ 0, otherwise.
Construction of a Representation
Let  be a 2-cocycle of a non-trivial abelian group G. Then the
Ž . Želements of Proj G,  are all projectively equivalent see Theorem 8.2.21
  .of 7 for details ; i.e., the group of linear representations of G acts
Ž . Ž . Žtransitively by multiplication on Proj G,  . Thus to construct up to
.similarity all the irreducible projective representations of G with 2-cocycle
 it is sufficient to just construct one.
From the above observation and the remark preceding Lemma 2.3, we
show how to construct the irreducible projective representation of G with
  Ž .2-cocycle 	  when G is of -central type. Now from Lemma 2.2 1
² :we may write G x , . . . , x , where n is even, the order of x and1 n 2 i
1
x are both pri for i 1, . . . , n2, and 0 r  			  r . Now using2 i 1 n2
   4Proposition 1 of 1 and Lemma 2.3 we may assume that B x , . . . , x1 n






over Z r , for some primitive prnth root of unity 
. Importantly Barranik innp
 1 gives a constructive proof of how to do this. Notice however that B will
 depend on  .
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  Ž s t.Next as in the proof of Lemma 2.4 there exists 	  with  x , xi j
 1 for 1 i j n and all s and t. Now for i 1, . . . , n2, let P bei
² : ² :the irreducible projective representation of S  x  x withi 2 i
1 2 i
2-cocycle  described in Lemma 2.4, where the primitive pri th root ofSi si rn
r i Ž .unity involved is 
 and s  p . Then up to similarity the irreduciblei
projective representation P of G with 2-cocycle  is defined on the
generators by
P x  P 1  			 P x  			 P 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j 1 i j n2
for i 1, . . . , n2 and j 2 i
 1 or 2 i.
An alternative method is to define the subgroups H o
² : ² :x , x , . . . , x , and H  x , x , . . . , x . Then  and  are1 3 n
1 e 2 4 n H Ho e
trivial, and the elements of H are a transversal of H in G. Let  be thee o
trivial representation of H ; then the projective representation G witho
GŽ . GŽ .2-cocycle  is irreducible. The matrices  x and  x can then2 i
1 2 i
Ž .be found using an argument similar but more complicated to that given
in the proof of Lemma 2.4.
² : ² : ² :EXAMPLE 2.5. G  C  C  C  C  x  x  x 2 2 4 4 1 2 3
² :x . Let  be a 2-cocycle of G as described above, with4

1, if s, t  2, 1 ;Ž . Ž . x , x Ž . 
i , if s, t  4, 3 ;Ž . Ž .s t 
1, otherwise.
Then an irreducible projective representation P of G with 2-cocycle  is
defined on the generators by
0 1P x  diag 
1, 1  I , P x   I ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 4 2 41 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0P x  I  diag i ,
1,
i , 1 , P x  I  .Ž . Ž . Ž .3 2 4 2 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
3. RESTRICTION AND EXTENSION
If G is an elementary abelian group of order pn for n 0, the number
  Ž . rof cohomology classes  of G for which Proj G,  all have degree p
  2 rfor r n2 , is the number of subgroups V of index p times the
 number of cohomology classes  of GV for which GV is of -central
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 1 			 pn
2 r1
 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
,2 2 rp
 1 p 
 1 			 p 
 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
 Ž . times, by 2, 61 , p. 28 ,
Z p , 2 r , r  pr Ž r
1. p2 r
1
 1 p2 r
3
 1 			 p
 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .





 1 			 pn
2 r1
 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
,2 4 2 rp 
 1 p 
 1 			 p 
 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
  Ž .for r 1, 2, . . . , n2 ; and we define Z p, n, 0  1 for all n 0.
Ž .So in terms of the notation of Section 2, Z p, n, r is the number of
Ž .elements of R p, n of rank 2 r, and for n 1,
 n2
nŽn
1.2 Z p , n , i  R p , n  p .Ž . Ž .Ý
i0
Let  be a 2-cocycle of an abelian group G and SG. Then since the
Ž .elements of Proj G,  are all projectively equivalent, they all behave the
same upon restriction to S. The main result in this section counts the
  Ž .number of classes  for which the elements of Proj G,  have a fixed
  2behaviour upon restriction to S in the cases when G : S  p or p .
We first consider some results in a more general context. Let  be a
2-cocycle of the group G. We remind the reader that a version of Clifford’s
ŽTheorem holds for projective characters see, for example, Chapter 6 of
 . Ž .4 . In particular if 	 Proj G,  and N is a normal subgroup of G,
Ž .then   e   			 , where  , . . . ,  are the distinct G-conjugatesN 1 s 1 s
Ž .   2  of  	 Proj N,  , es divides G : N , and e s G : N . Below we will1 N
consider the case when GN is elementary abelian of order p2; the four
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .possible values for e, s here are 1, 1 , 1, p , p, 1 , and 1, p . Thus in
Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .this special case  1   1 , p 1 , or p  1 .1 1 1
LEMMA 3.1. Let  be a 2-cocycle of the group G, and let N be a normal
Ž .subgroup of G. Then the number of orbits of G on Proj N,  is equal to r,N
the number of -regular conjugacy classes of G contained in N.
²  : Ž .Proof. Suppose  ,   0 for some  ,  	 Proj G,  , whereN N
² :, denotes the inner product of projective characters. Let  N
Ž .e   			 , where  , . . . ,  are the distinct G-conjugates of1 s 1 s
Ž .  Ž . 	 Proj N,  . Then   e   			 .1 N N 1 s
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Let C , . . . ,C be the -regular classes of G contained in N, and label1 r
Ž .  4 ²Ž . Ž . :Proj G,  so that  , . . . ,  is a maximal subset such that  , 1 k i N j N
 0 for i j. We now consider the part of the projective character table
Žof G obtained by only considering the projective characters  , . . . ,  the1 k
. Ž .rows on the conjugacy classes C , . . . ,C the columns .1 r
²Ž . Ž . :The rows in this table are linearly independent because  ,  i N j N
0 for i j. On the other hand the columns in this table are also linearly
independent; otherwise the corresponding columns in the full projective
character table of G would be linearly dependent, since each missing row
Ž .on the classes C , . . . ,C is just a rational scalar multiple of one of the1 r
rows in our smaller table. Thus k r.
LEMMA 3.2. Let  be a 2-cocycle of the group G, and let N be a normal
Ž .subgroup of G. Suppose for each pair  ,  	 Proj G,  that there exists a
 Ž .linear representation  of N such that    . Let 	 Proj N,  . ThenN N N
the number of irreducible constituents of  G is independent of the choice of 
and equals tr, where t is the number of -regular classes of G and r is as in
Lemma 3.1.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let  ,  	 Proj G,  . Suppose   e   			 , whereN 1 s
Ž . , . . . ,  are the distinct G-conjugates of  	 Proj N,  . Then by1 s 1 N
hypothesis there exists a linear representation  of N such that     ,N N
 Ž .and so   e   			 , where  , . . . ,  are irreducible andN 1 s 1 s
Ž .distinct. It follows from this that the elements of Proj N,  all have theN
Ž . Ž .same degree  1 , and of course the elements of Proj G,  all have the
Ž .same degree  1 .
Ž . Ž .  4 ² G:Let 	 Proj N,  , and let Proj G,    , . . . ,  . Set a   , N 1 t i i
GŽ .   Ž . Ž . t tfor i 1, . . . , t. Then  1  G : N  1   1 Ý a , and so Ý ai1 i i1 i
  Ž . Ž . G : N  1  1 . Now by Frobenius reciprocity
² G:e, if  ,   0;i² :a   ,  Ž .i i N ½ 0, otherwise;
  Ž .2   Ž .2 Ž .for i 1, . . . , t. Now G  t 1 , N  rs 1 by Lemma 3.1, and  1
Ž .   Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .2 . Ž . Ž Ž .2 . Ž . es 1 . So G : N  1 e 1  t 1  1  rs 1 e 1 
Ž . Ž .tes 1 rs 1 e tr.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let G be an abelian group and S be a subgroup of G.
Ž . Ž .Let  be a 2-cocycle of G and 	 Proj G,  . Then   e   			 ,S 1 s
Ž .where  , . . . ,  are the distinct G-conjugates of  	 Proj S,  , if and only1 s 1 S
if
      2U :U V , V :U V  G : S e s, s ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where UU G,  and VU S,  .S
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Ž . Ž .Proof. Let 	 Proj G,  and 	 Proj S,  be such that   is aS 1
Ž G .constituent of  or equivalently   is a constituent of  . ThenS 1
Ž .  e   			 , where  , . . . ,  are the distinct G-conjugates of  ,S 1 s 1 s 1
G Ž .if and only if   e   			 , where  , . . . ,  are the distinct1 m 1 m
G  irreducible constituents of  , and m U :U V by Lemma 3.2.
 Ž .  Ž .   Ž .2Now x	G is -regular if and only if  x   1 , and so U  1 
 G . So
 1 U V22 ² :    e s  ,   U V  1  G : S .Ž .S S    S U
    2 2   2Thus U :U V  G : S e s. Also e s G : S m, and so e m
 G : S s. Now
 1 U V2 22 G G² :     e m  ,   U V G : S  1  G : S .Ž .
   G V
    2Thus V :U V  G : S e m s.
Ž   . Ž  2 .Conversely suppose that U :U V , V :U V  G : S e s, s .
Ž .Let   f   			 , where  , . . . ,  are the distinct G-conjugatesS 1 s 1 s
Ž .of  	 Proj N,  . Then by the above s s, and hence f e.1 N
In the context of Proposition 3.3 we note that  is irreducible, i.e.,S
e s 1 if and only if e2s 1, and     			 , where p is aS 1 p
prime number, i.e., e 1 and s p if and only if e2s p. Thus the
second condition is redundant in these two special cases.
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be an elementary abelian group of order pn for
n 1, and let S be a subgroup of G of index p. Let  be a 2-cocycle of G,
Ž .and 	 Proj G,  . Then
Ž . 2 s Ž .  1 There are p Z p, n
 1, s cohomology classes  of G such that
s Ž .  is irreducible and has degree p for s 0, . . . , n
 1 2 .S
Ž . 2 sŽ n
2 s
1 . Ž .2 There are p p 
 1 Z p, n
 1, s cohomology classes of
G such that  has degree ps1 and  is the sum of p distinct elements ofS
Ž . Ž . Proj S,  for s 0, . . . , n
 2 2 .S
Ž .The proof of this theorem is similar but much easier than the proof of
the following result, and so is omitted.
THEOREM 3.5. Let G be an elementary abelian group of order pn for
n 2, and let S be a subgroup of G of index p2. Let  be a 2-cocycle of G,
Ž .and 	 Proj G,  . Then
Ž . 4 s Ž .  1 There are p Z p, n
 2, s cohomology classes  of G such that
s Ž .  is irreducible and has degree p for s 0, . . . , n
 2 2 .S
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Ž . 4 sŽ . Ž .2 There are p p
 1 Z p, n
 2, s cohomology classes of G such
s1 Ž .that  has degree p and  is p times an element of Proj S,  forS S
Ž . s 0, . . . , n
 2 2 .
Ž . 4 s1Ž n
2 s
2 .Ž . Ž .3 There are p p 
 1 p 1 Z p, n
 2, s cohomology
classes of G such that  has degree ps1 and  is the sum of p distinctS
Ž . Ž . elements of Proj S,  for s 0, . . . , n
 3 2 .S




3 . Ž .4 There are p p 
 1 p 
 1 Z p, n
 2, s coho-
mology classes of G such that  has degree ps2 and  is the sum of p2S
Ž . Ž . distinct elements of Proj S,  for s 0, . . . , n
 4 2 .S
Proof. The results are clearly true in the case n 2, so we assume
Ž .henceforward that n 3. Let B	 R p, n
 2 of rank 2 s. Then there
Ž . Ž . texists an invertible n
 2  n
 2 matrix P over Z such that P BP isp
0 1  Žthe direct sum of s copies of the 2 2 matrix J plus the n

1 0
. Ž .2 s
 2  n
 2 s
 2 zero matrix.




where D is 2 2. Then
tP BP tP I A P I  ,Ž . Ž .2 2 t
 D
Ž . Ž . Ž .so that as we already knew rank A can only be 2 s, or 2 s 1 provided
Ž .2 s n
 2, or 2 s 2 provided 2 s n
 4.




Ž .where B has rank 2 s, which first have rank 2 s, second rank 2 s 1 , and
Ž .third rank 2 s 2 . To do this it is helpful to write down the matrix
Ž . t Ž .P I A P I in detail,2 2
M 0 X




where M is the direct sum of s copies of J, X is 2 s 2, and Z is
Ž .n
 2 s
 2  2. After performing some row and column operations on
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this matrix we obtain
M 0 0
0 0 Z .
t0 
Z E
Ž .Case 1. Rank A  2 s. In this case Z and E must be zero matrices.
0 a However, for a given X there is a unique value of a for which D 
a 0
0 0 will become E .0 0
Thus the number of matrices of rank 2 s for a fixed B is the number of
choices for the matrix X, i.e., p4 s. We then just multiply this by the
Ž . Ž .number of elements of R p, n
 2 of rank 2 s, which is Z p, n
 2, s , to
Ž .obtain the desired result in 1 .
Ž . Ž .Case 2. Rank A  2 s 1 . Suppose Z is the zero matrix; then E is
not the zero matrix. So for a given X there are p
 1 choices for D. Thus
Ž .the number of matrices of rank 2 s 1 for a fixed B in this subcase is
4 sŽ .p p
 1 .
0 Z Now suppose Z is not the zero matrix. Then has rank 2, so Z has
Z E
rank 1, but the matrices X and D are unrestricted. Thus there are
Ž n
2 s
2 .Ž .p 
 1 p 1 choices for Z. So the number of matrices of rank
Ž . 4 s1Ž .Ž n
2 s
2 .2 s 1 for a fixed B in this subcase is p p 1 p 
 1 .
In these subcases we observe from the matrix that if A represents  ,
Ž . Ž .then U S,  U G,  if and only if Z is the zero matrix, and soS
Ž . Ž .applying Proposition 3.3, we obtain the desired results in 2 and 3 from
the respective subcases.
0 ZŽ . Ž .  Case 3. Rank A  2 s 2 . In this case has rank 4, so Zt
Z E





3 .are p p 
 1 p 
 1 choices for Z. So the number of mat-
Ž . 4 s2Ž n
2 s






The results stated for restriction above may easily be reformulated into
corresponding statements about induction, we give just one example as a
model.
COROLLARY 3.6. Let G be an elementary abelian group of order pn for
Ž .n 1, and let S be a subgroup of G of index p. Let 	 Proj G,  . Then
Ž . 2 r Ž .  1 There are p Z p, n
 1, r cohomology classes  of G such that
r Ž .  is irreducible and has degree p for r 0, . . . , n
 1 2 . EquialentlyS
2 r Ž . n
1  there are p Z p, n
 1, r p cohomology classes  of S with the
G Ž . rproperty that  is the sum of p distinct elements of Proj G,  of degree p
Ž .    for 	 Proj S,  , where    .S
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1 . Ž .2 There are p p 
 1 Z p, n
 1, r
 1 cohomology
classes of G such that  has degree pr and  is the sum of p distinct elementsS










  G Ž .cohomology classes  of S such that  is an element of Proj G,  of
r Ž .    degree p for 	 Proj S,  , where    .S
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